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Abstract- Recurring patterns are ubiquitous in large datasets. 

In many real-world applications, they can provide useful 

information pertaining to seasonal or temporal associations 

between items. In the web blog, various recurrent patterns are 

found which contain useful information. Finding recurring 

patterns is a non-trivial task because of main reasons.  Each 

recurring pattern is associated with temporal information 

pertaining to its durations of periodic appearances in a series. 

Obtaining this information is very challenging because the 

information can change and vary within and across patterns. 

There are many recurrent pattern algorithms, but there is a 

trade-off between algorithms efficiency and speed. In this, we 

used the pattern decomposition algorithm for finding the 

recurrent pattern in the time series data. 


 

 Index Term- Recurring patterns, time series,nontrivial, web 

blog.
 

    

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A collection of events obtained from sequential 

measurements over time is called as time series. Finding all 

patterns that exhibit either complete or partial cyclic 

repetitions in a time series are involved in periodic pattern 

mining. Recurring patterns exhibiting periodic behavior only 

for particular time intervals within a series. Past studies on 

have been focused on finding regular patterns, i.e., patterns 

exhibiting either complete or partial cyclic repetitions 

throughout a series. A useful related type of partial periodic 

pattern is recurring patterns, i.e., cyclic repetitions of pattern 

exhibiting only for particular time intervals within a series. 

An example recurring pattern of {Jackets, Gloves} states 

that customers have often purchased ‘Jackets’ and ‘Gloves’ 

from 10-Oct-2014 to 26-Feb-2015 and from 2-Nov-2015 to 

2-March- 2016.The purpose is to discover recurring patterns 

by addressing mining challenges. The rise in the online 

time-stamped activity shows a vital new opportunity for data 

scientists and analysts to measure the collective behavior of 

social, economic, and other important evolution on the web. 

Time-series data occur naturally in many online 

applications, and the logging rate has increased greatly with 

the progress made on hardware and storage technology. One 

big challenge for web mining is to handle and analyze such 

large volume of data i.e big time series data at a very high 

logging rate. Recurring patterns are ubiquitous in very large 

datasets. They can provide useful information pertaining to 

seasonal or temporal associations between items in many 

real-world applications.A user may be interested in 

determining seasonal purchases for efficient inventory 

management in the field of retail.  To improve website 

design and administration, an administrator may be 

interested in obtaining temporal information of heavily 

visited web pages.The set of high stocks indices that rise 

periodically for a particular time interval may create an 

interest to companies and individuals in the stock market.In 

a computer network, an administrator may be interested in 

finding high severity events e.g. cascading failure against 

regular routine events e.g. data backup.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

U.Kiran, H.Shang, M.Toyoda and M. Kitsuregawa et [1] 

present recurring pattern model by addressing the two 

issues. They also proposed Recurring Pattern growth 

algorithm along with an efficient pruning technique to 

discover these recurrent patterns. G.Rattanaritnont, M. 

Toyoda, and M. Kitsuregawaetl[2] present four measures 

which are cascade ratio, tweet ratio, time of the tweet, and 

exposure curve.  

M. J. Zaki and C.-J. Hsiao [3]present CHARM, an efficient 

algorithm for mining all frequent closed itemsets. It 

enumerates closed sets using a dual itemset-set search tree, 

using an efficient hybrid search that deletes many levels.  

T. Oates [4] present PERUSE  can discover the pattern in 

audio data corresponding to the recurrent word in natural 

language utterance and pattern in the sensor data of mobile 

robot corresponding to the quantitative distinct outcomes of 

taking action.  

M. Hao, M. Marwah, H. Janetzko, R. Sharma[5]  present 

quantifies the efficiency of the discovered motifs by linking 

them with a performance metric.  

H. Cao, D. Cheung, and N. Mamoulis [6] presents a 

methodology to automatically classify the topics with 

meaningful and usable labels so as to support their use in an 

application.  

J. Yang, W. Wang, and P. Yu[8] present a more flexible 

model of asynchronous periodic pattern that may be present 

only within a subsequence and whose occurrences may be 

shifted due to disturbance.   

J. Han, J. Pei, Y. Yin, and R. Mao[9] present a novel 

frequent pattern tree ie FP-tree structure, which is an 

extended prefix tree structure for storing compressed, 

crucial information about the frequent pattern and developed 

an efficient FP-tree based mining method, FP-growth, for 

mining the complete set of the frequent pattern by pattern 

fragment growth.They used three technique-1. A large data 

set is compressed into the highly condensed much smaller 

dataset. 2. FP-tree based mining adopt patterns fragments 

growth. 3. A partitioning based, divide and conquer method 

is used to decompose the mining task into the set of smaller 
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task for mining confined pattern in the conditional 

database.
 

In web information, informal organizations, and other data 

systems,  information is not simply accessible in content 

structure. Side data is accessible alongside the content 

archives.Prior exploration has used side-data as pre-filter 

before the visual investigation is performed, and it outlines a 

machine learning calculation to model the joint 

measurements of the substance and the side data. An 

alternate future work is to explore different applications 

utilizing the remarkable normal patterns. 
 

A. Test Algorithm 

Several different algorithms have been proposed to find all 

patterns in a dataset [21, 22, 23, 24, and 25]. The Apriori 

algorithm [21] accomplishes this by employing a bottom-up 

search. This algorithm creates candidate sets to limit pattern 

counting to only those patterns which can possibly meet the 

minimum support requirement. At each pass, the algorithm 

determines which candidates are frequent by counting their 

occurrence.  Pincer-Search [26] uses a bottom-up search 

along with top-down pruning to find maximal frequent 

patterns. Max-Miner [26] uses a heuristic bottom-up search 

to identify frequent sets as early as possible. A complete set 

of rules cannot be extracted without support information of 

the subsets of those maximal frequent sets. The algorithm in 

[27] partition the initial dataset into several partitions and 

then uses candidate set generate-and-test approach to 

calculating local frequent sets for each partition. The global 

frequent sets can be created from counting for all local 

frequent sets in the whole dataset. Other techniques have 

used sampling methods to select random subsets of a dataset 

to compute candidate sets and then perform test those sets to 

identify frequent patterns [29, 30]. Given that the method 

uses sampling techniques, it is possible that some frequently 

occurring patterns are not included in the candidate sets, 

thus the algorithm may not find all frequent patterns. In 

general, the accuracy of this approach is highly dependent 

on the data characteristic and the specific sampling 

technique used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Different Algorithm used for extracting Pattern 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

Various conversations are present within the web blog. This 

blog also contain the various different pattern. Some 

patterns are such that which are occurred repeatedly. We 

have to extract that pattern so that we are able to find the 

information related to that pattern easily.The following 

figure show the proposed work. The aim of the paper is to 

find the recurrent pattern. Firstly, we have to collect the data 

/blogs conversation from the web. We use the unstructured 

data in which the mixture of the conversation is present. For 

finding the recurrent pattern we have to categories the 

unstructured data into the structured data. Then by applying 

pattern decomposition algorithm technique, we find the 

recurrent pattern. After finding the recurrent pattern we 

apply the counting technique to find the number of 

occurrences of that pattern. Then on the basis of that count, 

we will find the priority among the blogs and merge the 

information related to that pattern by applying the mapping 

technique.
 

 

                             Fig 2. Proposed work 

 

IV.   PATTERN DECOMPOSITION 

 

This is an innovative algorithm which uses pattern 

decomposition (PD) used to mine frequent patterns. Pattern 

decomposition provides three significant improvements. 

First, by decomposing transactions into short item sets, it is 

possible to combine regular patterns together, thus 

significantly reducing the dataset in each pass. Second, the 

algorithm does not need to generate candidate sets since the 

reduced dataset does not contain any infrequent patterns 

found before. Finally, using a reduced dataset greatly saves 

the time for counting pattern occurrence.  
 
The intuition of our approach is that the huge dataset needs 

to be dramatically reduced in order to give better 

performance. Our algorithm is shrinking the dataset itself 

when new infrequent itemsets are discovered. More 

specifically, the PD algorithm finds frequent sets by 

employing a bottom-up search.  

 

 Let’s see how our algorithm work by example 

 

The following are the sample of blogs/ big dataset of 100 

blogs having some conversation. 

 

 Blog 1            want       hear      loveable    song  

Apriori 

Algorithm 

Pruning 

technique



 

Cascade 

ratio 

Peruse 

technique



 

FP-Growth 

Pincer  

search 

PPD 

Algorithm 
Max-

Miner 

Pattern Extraction 
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 Blog 2            want       to hear       song
 

 Blog 3            want to       hear
 

 Blog 4            hear      loveable    song  

 Blog 5            hear      loveable 

 Blog 6            loveable    song  

 Blog 7            hear          song  

 Blog 8          sweet        music       amazing    voice 

    | 

    | 

 Blog 100         like        music        voice 

  

Then user has to extract the pattern "Hear the loveable song”. 

The following are the pass accordingly algorithm work. 

In pass 1 only the significant words were search in the blog 

and then after finding the words count is given.The count 

will be .
 

Table 1. Count 

Pattern Count 

Hear 6 

loveable 4 

song 5 

   

According to algorithm blog 8 and remaining blog 100 is 

removed as it does not contain the word which we have to 

extract and the whole dataset which contain the 100 blog 

reduce to small data set. 

Pass 2 

In pass 2 the combination of word is search and there count 

is also found.
 

 

Blog 1            want       hear      loveable    song     

Blog 2            want       to hear        song                     

Blog 3            want       hear                                     

Blog 4            hear      loveable    song                    

Blog 5            hear      loveable                               

Blog 6            loveable    song                                 

Blog 7            hear        song          

 

                          Table 2. Count 

Pattern Count 

Hear loveable 3 

Hear song 4 

Loveable song 3 

 

Now blog 3 is removed and following blogs remain. 

Pass 3 

Blog 1            want       hear      loveable    song  

Blog 2            want       to hear       song
 

Blog 4            hear      loveable    song  

Blog 5            hear      loveable 

Blog 6            loveable    song  

Blog 7            hear        song 

 

Table 1. Count 

Pattern Count 

Hear loveable Song 2 

 

Pass 4 

Blog 1            want       hear      loveable    song 

Blog 4            hear      loveable    song  

 

 In this way, we get the reduce and shrink dataset which 

contains the pattern which the user want to extract. At the 

same time, the pattern also extracted.   

 

 

V.   CONCLUSION 

The Amount of Research work has been done for finding the 

recurrent pattern using data mining technique.Pruning 

technique, cascade ratio, tweet ratio technique, CHARM 

Algorithm, PERUSE technique , Apriori Algorithm, FP-

growth algorithm, RP-growth algorithm and PPD ie Partial 

Periodicities Discovering.all methods used for finding the 

recurrent pattern. All above methods used to find the 

recurrent pattern but they it takes a large amount of time for 

extracting the recurrent pattern as these all method scan or 

works on large data repeatedly.   Based on the study we 

proposed new technique called the pattern decomposition 

algorithm which will take less time for extracting the pattern 

and work efficiently. 
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